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Instant download of the factory repair manual for the Yamaha FX Nytro 4-stroke snowmobile. Specifically

for the 2008 model, but can also be used for newer years. See below for models covered. Covers

complete tear down and rebuild, pictures and part diagrams, torque specs, maintenance, troubleshooting,

etc. You name it and it's in here. 408 pages. models covered ----------------- 2008 Yamaha FX Nytro

(FX10) 2008 Yamaha FX Nytro MTX (FX10MT) 2008 Yamaha FX Nytro MX (FX10MTR) 2008 Yamaha

FX Nytro RTX No Reverse (FX10RT) 2008 Yamaha FX Nytro RTX (FX10RTR) 2008 Yamaha FX Nytro

RTX 40th Anniversary (FX10MTRA) 2008 Yamaha FX Nytro RTX 40th Anniversary (FX10RTRA) Has

clickable chapters and is searchable so you can easily find what you're looking for. PDF has no

restrictions on printing, saving, etc. I offer FREE REPLACEMENT of any manual that I sell. If you lose

your manual, contact me at ridered-atc-atv.tradebit.com/contact.php with your information and I will get
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adjust, wheel, problems, rod, slow jet, jet pump, fuel pump, carboretor, spring, drive train, valve

clearance, flywheel, main jet, displacement, track, piston, storage, rebuild, swingarm, tree, trouble, thrust

plate, linkage, cylinder, transmission, connecting rod, gas, electric, muffler, drive shaft, regulator, ski,

battery, oversize, struts, length, diagram, cover, reverse, torque specs, guides, charging, axle, efi,

carburetor, viscosity, head, plastics, carburettor, brakes, bogey, flush, fluid, hull, camshaft, switch,

instructions, installation, pads, ignition, stroke, throttle cable, triple, seat, pgm-fi, cams, fender, side, boot,

fix, reference, primary reduction gear, fenders, plate, starting, troubleshooting, oversized, switchs,
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